274-DLXT Mounting Brackets

- Universal "L" Bracket
  274-DLXT-U

- Horizontal Two Light "L" Bracket
  274-DLXT-1X2

- Trunk Bracket
  274-DLXT-T

- Vertical Two Light "L" Bracket
  274-DLXT-2X1

- Window Bracket
  274-DLXT-W

- 45° Angled Bracket
  274-DLXT-45

- Two Light Rear License Plate Bracket
  274-DLXT-RL
1. Mount the 274-DLXT-RL bracket to your vehicle using the lower two license plate screw holes. Slide the bracket behind the license plate, between the plate and the vehicle. Use the two ¼-20 x ½" screws provided.

2. Mount the two DLXT lights on the bracket as shown in the diagram below. Use the four #6-32 x 5/16" screws through the back of the mounting bracket as shown. Secure the screws using the two #6 acorn nuts.

   CAUTION!!! Do not overtighten the screws!!!

3. Route the wires as shown to the right:
   - First through the Foam Compression Gasket,
   - then through the Bezel,
   - then through the Rubber Gasket, and finally through the mounting bracket.

For all models except for the 274-DLXT-RL

1. Use the two #10 x 5/8" screws to mount the bracket to the mounting surface. See the diagrams on the previous two pages for details. CAUTION!!! Do not overtighten the screws!!!

For model 274-DLXT-W: Use the double-sided tape to affix the bracket to the rear window of your truck. Use alcohol to clean the surface of the glass, allowing it to completely dry before applying the bracket to the window. CAUTION: Do not touch the surface of the tape before attaching it to the glass.

2. Mount the DLXT light(s) on the bracket as shown above. Use the two #6-32 x 5/16" screws through the back of the mounting bracket as shown. Secure the screws using the two #6 acorn nuts. Repeat for additional lights, if applicable.

   Please Note: These instructions are provided as a general guideline only. Some vehicles may require special mounting, wiring, and/or weather-sealing. This is the sole responsibility of the installer. Star Headlight & Lantern Co., Inc. assumes no responsibility for the integrity of the installation for this or any of its products.

274-DLXT-RL

1. Mount the 274-DLXT-RL bracket to your vehicle using the lower two license plate screw holes. Slide the bracket behind the license plate, between the plate and the vehicle. Use the two ¼-20 x ½" screws provided.

2. Mount the two DLXT lights on the bracket as shown in the diagram below. Use the four #6-32 x 5/16" screws through the back of the mounting bracket as shown. Secure the screws using the two #6 acorn nuts.

   CAUTION!!! Do not overtighten the screws!!!

Mount the 274-DLXT-RL bracket to the two lower license plate screw holes, between the plate and the vehicle as shown above. Then mount the DLXT lights onto the bracket. CAUTION!!! Do not overtighten the screws!!!